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Abstract

Certain aspects of ultra-high energy (UHE) cosmic ray astrophysics require correlated studies on the electron and

muon components of air showers, namely, the search for cosmic ray sources through g-ray astronomy and studies on

the variation of the nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays with energy. While studies on the electron component

provide basic information about the arrival direction and energy, it is the muon component that plays a crucial role in

distinguishing primary g-rays from charged cosmic ray particles and in determining the composition.

A large area (560m2), tracking muon detector of the GRAPES-3 experiment, operating at Ooty in southern India,

has been designed for detailed studies on both of these aspects of UHE cosmic ray astrophysics. We present here the

details of the muon detector, associated electronics and the data acquisition system. A brief discussion of the potential

of the muon detector is presented through simulation studies.
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1. Introduction

Cosmic rays span an enormous range of energy
from �108 eV to beyond 1020 eV with an energy
spectrum that is essentially a continuous power
law. The high interest in cosmic ray astrophysics
[1] continues to be driven by the fact that it is
almost impossible to understand all the available
information on high energy cosmic rays through
known acceleration processes and nature of
astrophysical sources. Owing to the deflection of
charged cosmic rays by the randomly oriented
interstellar magnetic fields, the cosmic ray flux
incident on the Earth is highly isotropic and loses
all the information about the sources and their
directions. Acceleration [2,3] of cosmic rays has
been associated with supernovae for a long time
essentially due to their large energy output and
because of the success of the phenomenon of
diffusive shock acceleration [4], also known as the
first-order Fermi acceleration mechanism, in accel-
erating particles up to energies �1015 eV (PeV).
The energy reach of this process is further
extended by invoking acceleration by shocks
propagating through stellar and galactic winds.
The expected nuclear composition of particles
accelerated through different variants of this
model is somewhat different and new measure-
ments [5] may provide clues for resolving the
mystery of the nature of the sources of ultra-high
energy (UHE) cosmic rays.

Observational studies during recent years have
focused on two aspects of UHE cosmic ray
astrophysics, namely, direct studies on the sources
of g-rays and indirect studies on the nuclear
composition of cosmic rays. Although the impor-
tance of studies [6–8] on cosmic g-rays for very
high energy (VHE) cosmic ray astrophysics was
highlighted in the late 1940s and 50s, the field of
VHE g-ray astronomy [9] advanced only in 1980s
following the breakthrough provided by the
development of the imaging technique [10,11].
This was essentially due to an efficient rejection of
the large background of charged cosmic rays.
Similarly, at the UHE (1014–1016 eV), another
breakthrough has been sought by the use of the
muon component [12,13] for identifying g-initiated
showers in the presence of a large flux of showers
due to charged cosmic rays. The Chicago Air
Shower Array (CASA) in association with the
Michigan Muon Array (MIA) was the first
experiment to use an array of large area muon
detectors to search [14] for muon-poor showers as
a signal from potential UHE g-ray sources. The
EAS-TOP [15], the KASCADE [16] and the
GRAPES-2 [17] are the other recent experiments
using either a large area muon detector or an array
of muon detectors with the capability to observe
muon-poor showers. However, the GRAPES-3
experiment [18,19,21] with its single large area
(560m2) muon detector is attempting to reach a
significantly higher level of sensitivity to g-initiated
showers based on their small muon content,
particularly at sub-PeV energies, lower than those
achieved by the CASA–MIA experiment. On the
other hand, by using Čherenkov radiation in water
as the particle detection mechanism, the MILA-
GRO [22] experiment is attempting to achieve full
particle detection sensitivity over a large area by
instrumenting a 8m deep water pond of 80�
60m2 area with two layers of photomultipliers.
The lower layer, located deeper in water, is used to
detect the muons. However, reconstruction of
particle (electron or muon) tracks in the MILA-
GRO experiment is easier for smaller showers in
the TeV (1012 eV) energy range and may be more
complicated for showers in the PeV range.
Direct measurements [5] on the energy spectra

of individual nuclei present in primary cosmic ray
flux have been possible with satellite and balloon-
borne detectors only up to a total energy t1TeV
due to a steep fall in the flux with increasing energy
and loss of accuracy in particle identification and
energy measurement. The energy range has been
extended to a total energy �100TeV by the use of
nuclear emulsion and/or X-ray film as the detector
element in shallow stacks of absorber flown
aboard balloon platforms in long-duration flights
[23,24]. These experiments have provided valuable
data on the flux of groups of nuclei, for example,
the CNO group, the Medium Heavy ð12oZo20Þ
group and the Heavy ðZX20Þ group. Due to
severe practical constraints on the long duration
flights with heavy payloads, studies in cosmic ray
astrophysics at energies \100TeV have to neces-
sarily rely on indirect measurement of air showers
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of 600 cm long PRC used as the

basic detector element in the GRAPES-3 tracking muon

detector.
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carried out at mountain altitude, sea level or
underground locations. Due to combined effects of
energy dependence of: (i) secondary multiplicity in
particle interactions, (ii) interaction cross-sections
of particles with air nuclei, (iii) decay life-time for
kaons, pions, muons and (iv) nearly exponential
nature of the density profile of the atmosphere, the
muon component offers the highest sensitivity [17]
for studies on the nuclear composition of primary
cosmic ray flux at PeV energies. However the
electrons, in an air shower being numerically
dominant component, are used for obtaining
information on various shower parameters, such
as the arrival direction, the energy of the primary
particle and also for generating a trigger.

The muon component has been studied in recent
experiments in two different ways. Using an array
of muon detectors, the muon size is determined for
individual showers from an integration over the
lateral distribution function as fitted to the
observed muon densities, for example in the
CASA–MIA [25] and KASCADE [16] experi-
ments. Using a single large area muon detector,
such as in the EAS-TOP experiment [15], the muon
size has been estimated for individual showers
from the lateral distribution function obtained
from a fit to the data. On the other hand, the
GRAPES-2 [17] group has made a detailed study
of the muon multiplicity distribution in an attempt
to obtain the flux of light nuclei (H+He+CNO
groups) and heavy nuclei (Si+Fe groups) in
cosmic rays almost independently. Pursuing the
strategy of the GRAPES-2 group, the GRAPES-3
collaboration has constructed a large, 560m2 area,
muon detector to study the muon multiplicity
distribution for showers over a wide energy range.

The GRAPES-3 experiment is located at Ooty
(11:4�N latitude, 76:7�E longitude and 2200m
altitude), a popular mountain resort town in
southern India. The general layout of the
GRAPES-3 muon detector is presented in Section
2 including the details of main detector element,
namely the proportional counter (Section 2.1), the
signal processing electronics and the data acquisi-
tion system (Section 2.2), and monitoring of the
PRCs (Section 2.3). In Section 3 some of the
observations showing the performance of the
detector and its sensitivity for various kinds of
measurements are presented. In Section 4 the
results from Monte Carlo simulations which
demonstrate its potential for measurements on
the nuclear composition of primary cosmic rays
over PeV energy range are discussed. Finally, a
summary is presented in Section 5.
2. The GRAPES-3 muon detector

Proportional counter (PRC) is the basic element
of the GRAPES-3 muon detector. The PRC is a
600 cm long, mild-steel, square pipe with a cross-
sectional area of 10 cm� 10 cm and a wall thick-
ness of 2.3mm as shown in Fig. 1.
A muon detector module with a sensitive area of

35m2 consists of a total of 232 PRCs arranged in 4
layers, with alternate layers placed in orthogonal
directions. Two successive layers of PRCs are
separated by 15 cm thick concrete, consisting of
60 cm� 60 cm� 15 cm blocks which permits a
two-dimensional reconstruction of muon tracks
in two vertical, orthogonal planes. The vertical
separation of two layers of PRCs in the same plane
is 50 cm which allows the muon track direction to
be measured to an accuracy of �6� in the projected
plane.
To achieve an energy threshold of 1GeV for

vertical muons, a total thickness �550 g cm�2 in
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Fig. 3. An inside view of a super-module showing the

proportional counters and layers of concrete blocks for two

of the four modules. The remaining two modules are located

further inside.
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the form of concrete blocks is employed as an
absorber by placing a total of 15 layers of concrete
blocks above Layer-1. The robust structure of the
PRC permitted it, to support a huge load of 2.4m
thick concrete absorber in a self-supporting
manner. The concrete blocks have been arranged
in the shape of an inverted pyramid to achieve an
energy threshold 1 (sec y)GeV for muons incident
on the detector with zenith angle y (with coverage
up to 45�). A cross-section of two adjacent muon
detector modules is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
Four such modules, separated by a horizontal
distance of 130 cm at the base, constitute one
super-module.

Note that the top 7 layers of the concrete blocks
are shared as an absorber by all four modules in a
super-module. Therefore, the absorber above the
10th layer from the base, is essentially a full-size
layer covering all four modules as seen in Fig. 2.
Finally, a 30 cm thick and 18m� 18m concrete
slab was cast as the top layer of the absorber in
order to make it weather-proof. Similarly at the
bottom, a single 30 cm thick, 16m� 16m concrete
block cast on the ground, serves as the floor for the
super-module. This has been done for uniform
distribution of nearly 1200 t load of the absorber
in a super-module to the soil below.

A picture of the PRCs and the concrete blocks
in a super-module is shown in Fig. 3. The PRC-
absorber assembly of each super-module has been
enclosed within a large hall, with suitable doors
and windows for access and illumination, and to
control the humidity for safe operation of the
PRCs. Two heavy duty de-humidifiers are oper-
ated round the clock, inside each of the four halls
to maintain a low level of humidity (o50%), in
2m

6m

45°

Fig. 2. Schematic of a muon detector module showing 4 layers o
view of nearly eight month long rainy season at
Ooty. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the four halls
housing the super-modules of the muon detector.
Some of the detectors of the GRAPES-3 shower
array [21] which have been placed on the roof and
around these halls are also visible.

2.1. Characteristic of PRCs

As described above, a muon detector is made up
of 600 cm long PRCs. The pipe used for making a
PRC, is closed at both ends with 6mm thick, flat
mild-steel plates equipped with hermetic, metal-to-
glass seals and a gas valve. After welding of the
end plates, the finished cross-section of the PRC
had increased from 10 cm� 10 cm to 10:2 cm�
Layer 0
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3 

f proportional counters embedded within concrete blocks.
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used as the basic detector element of the tracking muon

detector.

Fig. 6. Pulse-amplitude distribution for a PRC in the muon

detector. The first two minor peaks are due to fluorescent Ka X-

ray emission in Fe at 6.4 keV (a), and in Zn at 8.6 keV (b). The

main peak at �20 keV (c) is due to the passage of cosmic ray

muons.

Fig. 4. A view of a part of the GRAPES-3 array showing the

four halls housing the super-modules of the muon detector.
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10:2 cm and therefore the 58 PRCs in a layer cover
a distance of 5.92m. After the deployment it has
been found that the individual PRCs were aligned
to within 2mm and with a cumulative offset of
t2mm from their designated nominal positions.
The pipe also serves as the cathode of the PRC. A
100mm diameter tungsten wire which also serves as
the anode, is mounted at the center of the pipe
using the hermetic seals.

After evacuation, each PRC is filled with P-10
(90% Ar and 10% CH4) gas above local atmo-
spheric pressure and then sealed. A schematic view
of the PRC with its basic electronics, including a
charge-sensitive pre-amplifier and a discriminator
are shown in Fig. 5.

The amplitude distribution of the output pulses
from each PRC has been measured with a multi
channel analyzer. A typical distribution, shown in
Fig. 6, displays a prominent peak due to cosmic
ray muons corresponding to an energy loss of
�20 keV in the 10 cm column of P-10 gas in the
PRC. The muon peak is well separated from the
other two smaller peaks; the first peak is due to
fluorescent Ka X-ray emission in Fe at 6.4 keV and
the second minor peak at 8.6 keV is due to the
same effect in the Zn coating on the mild steel
pipe, used for its protection from rusting. Any
malfunction of the PRC is easily detectable from a
change in the shape of this distribution and
suitable corrective steps can be initiated to restore
its performance.
The anode pulse from the PRC is shaped to an
exponential form with a decay time of 7ms and
amplified ðgain ¼ 83Þ. The amplified pulse is
discriminated at a threshold of �100mV which
corresponds to �0:2 of a minimum ionizing
particle. The output of the discriminator is a TTL
signal. The following information on the discrimi-
nator output pulse is recorded; (i) the arrival time
with a resolution of 167 ns and (ii) the width with a
resolution of 333 ns. Due to exponential nature of
the amplified pulse, the pulse width is proportional
to the logarithm of the PRC pulse amplitude.
The number of particles passing through a PRC

in a given event are estimated as follows, assuming
T s to be the pulse-width for a minimum ionizing
particle, as calculated from the pulse-width mon-
itoring system and t to be the decay time constant,
the number of particles N in an event is given by

N ¼ eðTn�TaÞ=t (1)
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where Tn is the pulse width observed for the event.
This feature is used to estimate the total number of
muons in large multiplicity events.

2.2. Signal processing & data acquisition system

An independent data acquisition system (DAQ)
is run at each of the four super-modules. All four
DAQs are simultaneously triggered when a
GRAPES-3 shower trigger is received [21]. The
DAQ consists of Digital Wave Memory (DWM)
cards, DWM control cards and the data acquisi-
tion PC (DAQ-PC) with all of the required
electronics designed and fabricated in-house.
Fig. 7 shows an overview of the DAQ system.

2.2.1. Digital wave memory card

As described earlier, the output pulse of the
discriminator contains information on the number
of muons and their arrival time in an individual
PRC. These pulses are sent to the DWM card.
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duration of 85ms. The data is then transferred to DWM control card
Each DWM card handles data from one layer
consisting of 58 PRCs. The schematic diagram of a
DWM card is shown in Fig. 8.
As explained in Section 2.1, the PRC output is

shaped to an exponential form with a decay time
of 7ms, thus the width of the discriminator output
pulse is proportional to the logarithm of PRC
pulse height. The DWM card continuously sam-
ples the PRC discriminator pulse, using a 6MHz
clock and the address on RAM chip correspond-
ing to the 167 ns interval when the PRC discrimi-
nator pulse is present is set to logical state ‘1’;
otherwise in absence of the pulse, it is set to state
‘0’. Use of 512 bytes on each RAM chip to store
the information on the PRC pulse, spans a
duration of 85ms with a time resolution of
167 ns. Therefore at any given instant of time,
information on the PRC pulse arrival time and
width is available for the previous 85ms on a
continuous basis. On the arrival of a trigger from
the GRAPES-3 shower array (for details see [21])
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the DWM card freezes the contents of all RAM
chips, after a preset delay of 79ms. Since at any
instant the DWM card holds information on PRC
pulses for the previous 85ms, the preset delay of
79ms allows data corresponding to 85279 ¼ 6ms
prior to the arrival of the shower trigger to be
accessed. Due to exponential shaping of PRC
output pulse, the number of successive 167 ns
intervals with logic state ‘1’ provides direct
measure of the logarithm of pulse height. The
PRC signals are sampled for 6ms before the arrival
of muons, since it takes 2ms to generate the trigger
after the passage of a shower. The shower trigger
switches the DWM card to READ mode and
starts the transfer of data to the DWM control
card.

For further processing, each PRC pulse is re-
shaped into a TTL pulse of width 200 ns and an
OR of all re-shaped pulses in a layer, termed
‘Layer-OR’, is generated. The performance of
PRCs in a layer is monitored by taking various
combinations of coincidences among the layers.
These coincidences between the Layer-OR signals
have an excellent sensitivity to the performance of
PRCs in a module.

2.2.2. DWM control card

Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the DWM
control card. This card has been designed to take
care of the signals from the four DWM cards of a
module. The control card serves the following
functions after receiving a shower trigger:
(1)
 Reads the stored signals, including the arrival
time and pulse-width information from DWM
cards for each layer.
(2)
 Monitors the rate of each Layer-OR and all
combinations of coincidences among Layer-
OR signals.
Observations have shown that most of the muons
unassociated with the recorded shower can be
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identified and rejected, just with a strict cut on the
recorded arrival time of muons, without taking
into account the arrival direction of the shower.
This reduces the probability of observing acciden-
tal muons (for a 3-layer hit) to t0:2 muons per
shower.
2.2.3. Data acquisition PC

A pair of I=O interface cards inserted in the
DAQ-PC handle all four DWM control cards in a
super-module. On the receipt of the shower trigger
from the GRAPES-3 array, the DAQ-PC sends a
command to freeze the contents of DWM cards
and subsequently transfers these data to the DWM
control card. The data in the DWM control card is
then written on a hard disk along with the time
stamp having an accuracy of 1ms. The time stamp
is generated from a real-time clock, running on a
good quality, 10MHz quartz oscillator. The real-
time clock is synchronized using a GPS receiver
every second. The muon data and the air shower
data, which are recorded independently, are
collated during analysis by using the time stamps
recorded at the four muon super-modules and the
shower array. A sample of the observed muon
tracks in a typical air shower is shown in Fig. 10.
The dead-time due to the data acquisition
process is about 5ms per shower. Since the shower
trigger rate is �13Hz, it contributes to a dead time
fraction of �7%. On an average around 400 bytes
are required for recording a shower for the
triggering conditions mentioned later. These data
are temporarily stored into a local hard disk in the
DAQ-PC for various checks and are subsequently
recorded on a CD or DVD for permanent storage
and off-site analysis.

2.3. Monitoring of the performance of PRCs

The maintenance of the stability of gain and
detection efficiency of each PRC is an important
experimental requirement. In order to monitor the
performance of the muon detector, the pulse-width
of all 3712 PRCs is continuously measured with a
pulse width analyzer system. A typical pulse-width
distribution is shown in Fig. 11. Note that as a
result of exponential shaping of PRC pulse and
subsequent measurement of its width, the number
of ‘equivalent’ minimum ionizing particles enter-
ing a PRC are effectively digitized to an accuracy
of �5% for 1–5 particles and �10% for more than
5 particles. The shape of the pulse-width distribu-
tion is utilized to detect noisy and/or leaky PRCs.
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The 6.4 keV fluorescent Ka X-ray emission peak in
Fe is used for calibration and monitoring of the
gain of the PRCs. In addition, the counting rates
of any 3-layer and all 4-layer coincidences between
Layer-OR signals are also monitored continuously
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Fig. 11. A typical pulse width distribution for a PRC in the

muon detector.
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to provide information on the health of the muon
detector.
In Fig. 12, a schematic diagram of the monitor-

ing of the Layer-OR rate in DWM control card is
shown. The multi-layer rate is very sensitive to
some of the atmospheric parameters, such as the
barometric pressure and the temperature profile in
the upper atmosphere. The detected muon rate is
also affected by the influence of the inter-planetary
magnetic field and the solar wind on the propaga-
tion of relatively lower energy ðt1011 eVÞ primary
cosmic rays.
In Fig. 13, the variation in muon flux through

N-layer coincidence rate (N ¼ 3 or 4), atmospheric
pressure and temperature for a period of seven
days during 7–14 March 2001 are shown. The
temperature data shows a periodicity of one cycle
per day due to the solar heating. However, the
pressure and muon rate data show a periodic
variation of 2 cycles per day. In Fig. 13, the 12 h
periodicity is seen in the muon rate from any
3-layers (a) in the top panel with an amplitude of
�0:3%, for all 4-layers, (b) in the second panel
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 13. Observed variations over a seven day period during 7–14 March, 2001; (a) any 3-layer coincidence rate in Hz, (b) 4-layer

coincidence rate in Hz, (c) atmospheric pressure in hPa, (d) temperature inside a muon hall and (e) temperature outside muon halls.
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with same amplitude ð�0:3%Þ and in atmospheric
pressure, (c) in the third panel with an amplitude
of �0:2%. The last panel in Fig. 13 shows that the
temperature inside a muon hall, (d) remains almost
constant to within 0:2 �C, however the tempe-
rature outside muon halls, and (e) shows signifi-
cant variation ð8222 �CÞ dependent on the local
weather.

The periodic variation of two cycles per day in
the pressure data is a well-known phenomenon at
low latitudes. An anti-correlation between the
pressure wave and the muon counting rates is
clearly visible in Fig. 13. This anti-correlation can
be explained in terms of a change in the atmo-
spheric absorption of muons due to the pressure
wave. These observations are of critical impor-
tance while analyzing data, for studying various
transient phenomena, including those due to
cosmic, solar [20] or atmospheric origin. The
pressure effect is also clearly seen in the shower
counting rate [21].
Due to its large area, the GRAPES-3 muon
detector rate, after correction for the changes in
the atmospheric pressure, has been observed to be
nearly constant with an rms variation of �0:1%.
This enables the GRAPES-3 muon detector to be a
very sensitive monitor of the Solar activity,
particularly, for observations on phenomena such
as Ground Level Enhancements (GLEs) and
Forbush decreases. Fig. 14 shows a remarkable
decrease of almost 10% in the cosmic ray muon
flux, on the morning of 29 October, 2003, � 20 h
after a large X17 class solar flare on 28 October,
2003. In fact the muon flux had started to decrease
from 22 October, 2003, almost six days prior to the
onset of the large Solar flare at 09:51 Hrs UTC on
28 October, 2003, indicated by the first ð.Þ marker
in Fig. 14, and before the arrival of the coronal
mass ejection (CME) at the Earth at 06:13 Hrs
UTC, on 29 October, 2003 as indicated by the
second ð.Þ marker in the same figure. The muon
flux continued to display large variation over this
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six day period along with a systematic decrease
�2% of the quiescent flux. The observed muon
flux continued its exponential recovery beyond 2
November, 2003, reaching its pre-Forbush de-
crease level by 10 November, 2003. In fact, a lot
more instrumentation has been added to the
GRAPES-3 muon detector to enable detailed
studies on cosmic ray flux variations related to
the solar phenomenon whose details are discussed
elsewhere [20,26,27].
3. Observations and expectations

Due to sensitivity of the PRCs to low energy g-
rays from radioactivity in the concrete absorber,
the counting rate of individual PRCs is quite large,
�200Hz. Also, the PRC is a relatively slow
detector with a pulse rise time �500 ns. The decay
time of the pulse has been adjusted to be 7 ms to
enable an accurate measurement of pulse ampli-
tude through digitization of the pulse-width. Due
to these two factors, there is a small but non-
negligible probability that a few PRCs are fired
randomly with each shower trigger. However, the
accidental muon rate is reduced to t0:2 per
shower by a cut of �3ms relative to the shower
trigger, on the time of arrival of muons.
In addition, a comparison of the direction of a
muon track with that of shower helps in further
reducing the number of accidental muons. The
angular resolution of the muon detector is �6� in
each of the two projected planes. It has been
observed that by putting the requirement that the
direction of the re-constructed muon track should
match the projection of the arrival direction of the
shower to within 10�, the number of PRCs
triggered by muons, unrelated to the shower is
reduced to t0:07 per shower [28].
The estimate of the number of muon tracks in

each module is quite accurate for a small number
of muons. The layer efficiency has been indepen-
dently estimated and is found to be 498%. After
allowing for the small gaps between the PRCs, the
missing probability is estimated to be o0:3% for
single muon tracks in a module. Based on the layer
efficiency of 498%, the muon detection efficiency
is estimated to be 492% for all 4-layer and
499:8% for any 3-layer coincidences, respectively.
However, the number of muons is generally under-
estimated if the number incident on a module is
large. This is due to the fact that two muons
incident on the adjacent PRCs are likely to be
counted as one, particularly at larger zenith angles.
Using a simple track-finding algorithm and ran-
dom distribution of muons, simulations have
shown that the under-estimate becomes as large
as 20% when the number of muons exceeds 10 in a
single module. However, this factor is taken into
consideration during data analysis through a
response function obtained from simulations.
4. Simulations of muon multiplicity distribution

It is well-known that the protons constitute the
largest fraction of primary particles for showers
which are selected using a trigger based on density
of particles which are predominantly electrons
near the core. While the electron component of a
shower, as observed in the lower atmosphere, is
relatively insensitive to the atomic number of
the primary cosmic ray particle, the muon multi-
plicity is one of the most sensitive parameters
for determining the atomic number of the primary
particle initiating the shower. Therefore it is
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important to study muon multiplicity distributions
for various triggering conditions used for selecting
showers.

Fig. 15 shows the muon multiplicity distribution
for showers selected with 3-line coincidence trigger
which also requires the triggering of an additional
7 detectors from those located within the inner 127
detectors of the array [21]. In a large sample of
showers, the total number of detected particles is
proportional to the total number of particles in the
shower at the observational level (shower size),
which in turn is proportional to the energy of the
primary particle. Thus the total number of
detected particles represents, the primary energy
on a statistical basis. Thus a further cut on
the total number of detected particles Sni, of
50pSnip100 is also imposed. The expected muon
multiplicity distributions were generated from
Monte Carlo simulations using the CORSIKA
code [29] and QGSJet model [30] for hadronic
interactions. For a comparison, the muon multi-
plicity distributions for g-ray, proton and Fe
nitiated showers are also shown in Fig. 15. The
energy of g-ray, proton and Fe primary were
generated by assuming that the flux in each case is
represented by the same differential power law
spectrum ðE�2:7Þ. For each of the distributions in
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Fig. 15. (a) The observed muon multiplicity distribution for

showers is shown using n with a cut on the ‘particle-sum’

Sni; 50pSnip100. Monte Carlo simulations with the same cut

are shown, (b) g-ray primaries using m, (c) proton primaries

using 	 and (d) Fe primaries using ’.
Fig. 15, the total number of showers has been
normalized to be 1.
It is interesting to note that the experimentally

observed distribution (a) in Fig. 15 lies between the
expected distributions for proton (c) and iron
(d) primaries. Clearly, the observed distribution
shown in Fig. 15 requires a significant contribution
of heavier nuclei. This discrimination based on the
atomic number is made possible because the
showers initiated by heavier nuclei such as iron
generate a much larger number of muons as
compared to lighter nuclei such as proton and
He. It has also been shown through simulations
[17] that larger muon multiplicities are predomi-
nantly due to the contribution of medium heavy
and heavy nuclei in the primary flux, when
showers are selected through a well-defined
criterion for the shower particles, such as parti-
cle-sum, etc. It is this sensitivity of different
multiplicity regions to different nuclear groups
which is expected to enable a determination of the
relative contribution of each nuclear group to the
primary cosmic ray flux.
A use of the muon-poor criterion for showers is

expected to reject hadron induced showers effi-
ciently when data from a large muon detector is
used. From the g-ray simulations shown in Fig. 15,
it is estimated that \90% of hadron induced
showers can be rejected with a selection of showers
where no muon is detected, while only a few
percent of g-ray induced showers get rejected with
this cut. This provides a powerful tool while
searching for cosmic sources of UHE g-rays.
5. Summary

In this paper, detailed features of the GRAPES-
3 muon detector have been presented. The area of
560m2 makes it one of the largest tracking muon
detectors in the world. The unique features of the
detector electronics makes it possible to measure
the pulse arrival time and width for each PRC
where a muon has traversed. The arrival time of
each muon, measured to an accuracy of 167 ns,
makes it possible to reject most of the muons
which are physically unassociated with a shower.
The angular resolution of the muon detector is
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�6� in each of the two projections. A comparison
of the muon direction with that of the shower
in two orthogonal projections, further reduces
the background of unassociated muons to a
negligible level.

In cases where more than one muon has passed
through a PRC, the pulse-width is used to estimate
the total number of muons. Using an efficient
track reconstruction algorithm, the total number
of X1GeV muons incident on the detector can be
estimated to a reasonable accuracy up to a
maximum of 160 muons. Using muon multiplicity
distributions, it is expected that the mass composi-
tion of cosmic rays can be measured accurately in
the energy range from 3� 101323� 1016 eV. A cut
on the muon content in a shower permits an
efficient rejection ð\90%Þ of hadron induced
showers and a preferential selection of g-ray
induced showers, during the search for cosmic g-
ray sources above 1013 eV.
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